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This study was designed to make a preliminary analysis of a space–time structure of animal growth by
the use of 4–dimensional vector [G = (x0, x1, x2, x3)]. The magnitude of G (Gm) was regarded as the space–
time structure of the growth of the individual animal. The analytic description of the animal growth was given
by Gm and its partial differentiation, and the geometric description was given by Gm and the cosine component of G. Hypotheses (A)~(E) were suggested. (A) The space–time dimensional inconsistency was hidden by an invariant that was given by analytic and geometric descriptions of the animal growth. (B) The animal growth was distributed among 4–dimensional space–time axes. (C) The increase in the growth along
space axes caused the decrease in the growth along time axis, and vice versa. (D) There was a growth
along time axis even when there was no growth along space axes. (E) The geometric description showed
that the 4–dimensional information was projected onto 2–dimensional planes and that space and time were
related on the complex plane that existed at every point of the space–time structure. This animal growth
model suggested a hypothesis that the 4–dimensional space–time structure was related to a pseudo–relativistic growth mechanics and to the complex number world.
Key words: Analytic description, animal growth, 4–dimensional vector, geometric description, space–time
structure

These units are only one example, and there is a problem
of the space–time dimensional inconsistency. The
4–dimensional space–time structure of the animal
growth is hypothetically given by the magnitude of G
(Gm),

I N T RODUCTION
The individual animal grows with the passage of time.
The growth actually occurs along space axes with the
passage of time. Shimojo and Nakano (2014), in a model
study, applied 4–dimensional space–time vector to the
analysis of the animal growth, where the growth was
investigated along both space axes and time axis. In that
report, however, the space–time structure was discussed
only a little and a mistake has also been found.
This study was designed to make a preliminary analysis of a space–time structure of the animal growth by the
use of 4–dimensional vector, and in addition the previous
mistake was corrected.
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Analytic description of animal growth by the use of
4–dimensional vector
The animal growth along each of space–time axes is
given by Gm and its partial differentiation. This leads to
an invariant (3). Thus,

SPACE –TI M E ST RUCT U R E OF
A N I M A L GROW TH
4–dimensional vector for the description of animal
growth
The growth of an individual animal is described using
4–dimensional space–time vector (G),
G = (x0, x1, x2, x3),				
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where x0 = time (day), x1 = width (cm), x2 = depth (cm),
x3 = height (cm).
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This invariant (3) seems to suggest hypotheses (I) ~
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(III). (I) The space–time dimensional inconsistency is
hidden by the mathematical operation (square calculation) giving the invariant (3). (II) The animal growth is
distributed among 4–dimensional space–time axes.
Generally speaking, the young animal shows a greater
growth along space axes, and the old animal shows a
greater growth along time axis. (III) The increase in the
growth along space axes causes the decrease in the
growth along time axis, and vice versa. There is a growth
along time axis even when there is no growth along
space axes. Do hypotheses (I) ~ (III) seem to suggest a
pseudo–relativistic growth mechanics?
The sum of the growth force (4–dimensional growth
(Gm) × growth acceleration) along each of space–time
axes gives
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This invariant (7) might be applied to many cases of the
animal growth affected by various factors, such as species, sexes, ages, nutritional conditions, natural environmental factors, and social environmental factors.
Projective relationships between 4 dimensions and
2 dimensions in the geometric description
The geometric description of the animal growth (8)
is transformed as follows,
1 = cos2θ0 + cos2θ1 + cos2θ2 + cos2θ3 ,

(8)
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This invariant (4) seems to suggest a hypothesis that the
growth along each axis is related to the growth along the
other 3 axes.
Geometric description of animal growth by the use
of 4–dimensional vector
The animal growth along each of space–time axes is
given by Gm and the cosine component of G. This leads
to an invariant (6). Thus,
Gm · cosθ0 = x 0 , 			
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cos2θ0 + cos2θ1 + cos2θ2 + cos2θ3 = 1,
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where θ0 = the angle between G and x 0–axis (time), θ1
= the angle between G and x 1 –axis (width), θ2 = the
angle between G and x 2 –axis (depth), θ3 = the angle
between G and x 3–axis (height).
This invariant (6) seems to suggest hypotheses (i) ~ (iii).
(i) The space–time dimensional inconsistency is hidden
by the square calculation giving the invariant (6). (ii) If
the animal shows a greater growth along a particular axis
among 4–dimensional space–time axes, then the vector G
leans more greatly toward that axis. (iii) Generally
speaking, the vector G leans toward space axes in young
animals, but it leans toward time axis in old animals.
Relationships between analytic description and
geometric description of animal growth
Expression (7) shows the equality between analytic
description and geometric description of the animal
growth by the use of 4–dimensional space–time vector,
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where
sin2θ0 = cos2θ1 + cos2θ2 + cos2θ3 ,
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Expressions (8)~(9–3) seem to suggest a hypothesis
that the 4–dimensional information is projected onto
2–dimensional planes. This hypothesis (projection onto
2–dimensional planes) seems to be applied also to n
dimensions and to infinite dimensions.
Space–time relationships on the complex plane
Since space and time have a degree of 1 each [expression (1)], expressions (8–0)~(9–3) with a degree of 2
will be transformed into the expressions with a degree of
1 by factorization. Thus,
1 = cos2θ0 + sin2θ0 , 			
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= (cosθ3 + isinθ3) (cosθ3 – isinθ3),
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where i = imaginary unit,
sinθ0 =
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Expressions (10–0)~(12–3) seem to suggest a hypothesis that space and time are related on the complex plane
that exists at every point of the space–time structure.
Animal growth over the interval t1 to t2
The space–time vector G and its magnitude Gm will
be described as follows when applied to the growth over
the interval t1 to t2,
ΔG = (Δx0, Δx1, Δx2, Δx3),		
ΔGm =

ΣΔx
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Correction of the mistake found in the previous
report (Shimojo and Nakano, 2014)
The correction is given by replacing ‘time’ with ‘space’
in the following sentence appearing in both abstract and
text of the previous report (Shimojo and Nakano, 2014).
‘If G inclined greatly to t–axis compared with space axes
(x, y, z), then this was a result of the fact that the animal
showed a smaller growth because of the inefficient utilization of time.’ (correction: time → space)
Conclusions
This animal growth model suggests a hypothesis that
the 4–dimensional space–time structure is related to a
pseudo–relativistic growth mechanics and to the complex number world. However, the hypotheses suggested
in this report should be severely criticized.
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